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ELECTROSTATIO ILLUMINATIONS: INTERESTING EX· 

PERIMENTS FOR THB INDUCTION MACHINE. 
BY BOWARD B. DAILEY. 

Among the multitude of attractive experimental pos

sibilities suggested by high-tension electricity, there 

is no class of phenomena susceptible of more interest
ing treatment, or in whose development lies fairer 

promise of gratifying result from simple apparatus, 

than the beautiful luminous effects of the static dis

charge over interrupted conductors_ A certain few 

Illeasing experiments of this character have long 

formed a familiar subject of illustration in most of 

the older works on physics; however, very little recent 

effort toward any amplification of these beautiful 

effeets has been made_ 

Ordinarily, in such experiments the conductor re

mains at rest, its cut spaces illumined by the electric 

discharge, the value of the result as a spectacle depend

ing upon the necessarily limited disposition that can 

be made of the luminous conductor; but by arranging 

the latter to be kept in rapid motion, so as to call 

into play the phenomenon of persistence of vision, thi;; 

form of experiment becomes at once :,;usceptive of some 

exceedingly fine adaptations_ 

To those having at hand a good staLi c machine the 

illumination of such objeets as wine glasl:5es, vases, 

lamp ehimneys or any symmetrical glass object of thi;; 

sort becomes easy, and constitutes one of the most 

beautiful of all the varied line of possible vil;lIal effects_ 

Yig_ 1 suggests the method of arranging such articles 

for illumination_ In the example illustrated a large 

goblet of thin glass is held by three small screws u pon 

a revol ving platform having upon its under side a 

small grooved pulley which is belted for moderateLy 

rapid rotation to a suitable hand wheeL A single nar

row strip of tinfoil, 1-16 of an inch wide, is cemented 

over the glass with thick shellac varnish as follow:,;: 

Starting under the goblet at the spindle of the whirl-

Fig. 2.-LUMINOUS GOBLET. 

ing table, with 

which it makes 

c o n  t a c t, the 

stri p proceeds to 

the edge of the 

foot of the glass, 

which it follows 

for perhaps an 

inch; thence in 

a curved line 

across the base 
to the s t·e m, 

which it ascends 

in a straight 

path; then, oVlilr 

the bowl of the 

g o b  1 e t in a 

somewhat sinu

ous course to 
the .upper rim, 

after following 

which for about 

one-third its cir

cumference it 

descends upon 

the inside, and 

terminates i n 

the center at the 

bottom. All that 
portion of the tinfoil on the outside and along the 

upper rim is divided every eighth of an inch with a 

knife point, those parts within and under the goblet 

being left intact. The divisions should be carefully 

gone over and examined to see that they are all per

fect and of sufficient width to insure a good bright 

spark at each breali: when the current from a Wims

hurst machine is passed through the foil. 

Current is led into the strip through binding 

posts attached respectively to the supporting 

spindle of the whirling table, and to the foot 

of a vertical conducting standard formed of 

lll'ass tubing, rising from the base of the ap

paratus at some distance from the goblet. The 

curved upper part of the standard, formed of 

thick wire, is made removable to allow of 

changing the object to be exhibited, one end 

fitting into the brass tube, the other ter

minating in a fine, straight, stiff wire that ex

tends down inside of the goblet, nearly touch

ing the end of the tinfoil strip. A piece of 

glass tubing covers the lower part of the 

standard for purposes of insulation. When 

the glass i:,; whirled rapidly with the static 

dis�.harge passing over it in a darkened room, 

the effect is one of exceeding beauty. Sur

rounding objects and even the substance of 

the goblet itself are invisible. Nothing is 

seen but the brilliantly luminous strip, multi

plied many times by persistence of vision, and 

seeming to cover the whole glass at once, 
studding it most beautifully all over with in

numerable jewels of sparkling light. Some 

idea of the general aspect of the experiment 

may be gained from the second illustration. 
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The ornamental irregularity seen around the peri

phery of the foot of the goblet is obtained by cutting 

out of that portion of the tinfoil following the edge a 

section about % of an inch long, producing at this 

point a spark longer and brighter than the others. The 

same might be done with the upper rim if desired. 

Should it be desirable to produce these results on 3 

Fig. 3.-DIAGRAM SHOWING APPARATUS EMPLOYED. 

larger scale, such objects as fish globes, I:5how dome;;, 

large bottles, etc., may be used, the style of decoration 

being capable of considerable variation through the 

disposal of the luminous strip. 

One of the finest of luminous optical effects with 

which persistence of vision has to do is that known as 

"GassIot':,; wheel," produced by the rotation of a single 

Geissler tube. Owing, however, to the fragility and 

expensiveness of Geissler tubes and the difficulty of 

mounting them safely for rotation, the spectacle is 

rarely exhibited. A beautiful modification of this ex

periment, utilizing the interrupted conductor, and hav

ing the advantage of simplicity and substantialness, 

will be understood from Fig. 3. A thin, smooth, well

shellaced board, B, 24 inches long, is mounted at its 

middle on a metallic shaft so as to be capable of rapid 

rotation edgewise. On the back of the board at each 

end are screwed two small plates of sheet brass to 
which is soldered, in such a manner as to be concentric 

with the shaft, a ring, R, of stiff wire, about equal in 

diameter to the length of the board. A narrow tinfoil 

conductor, F, divided at l,4-inch intervals, is laid on 

one half the board in some fanciful shape, insulating 

with thick, transparent mica wherever the foil crosses 

or returns upon itself. The ends of the strip make 

contact with the shaft and ring respectively. From the 

opposite poles, r and P', of an influence machine wires 

are run, one direct to the shaft and the other through 

an adjustable spark gap to a stationary spring, S, of 

thin leaf copper, or a small tinsel brush, bearing lightly 

against R. When the board is whirled in the dark 

with the static discharge in action, there appears a 

magnificent, brilliant, many-armed star of generous 

size. The original of the photograph, Fig. 4, produced 

in this manner with a large generator, was over three 

feet across. Exquisite color effects may be secured by 

placing over different portions of the luminous con

ductor pieces of mica stained thickly with transparent 

water colors, such as are used for coloring lantern 

slides, photographs, etc. The speed of rotation for the 

above experiments should approximate 450 turns per 

minute to insure good persistence effects. 
The spark fulfills an important function in all inter-

Fig. I.-GOBLET MOUNTED FOR ILLUMINATION. 
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rupted conductor experiments, especially those in 

which the conductor is to be rotated_ Evidently,.in 

the latter class, the spark discharge from the influence 

machine must occur at regular time intervals, or the 

elements of the luminous figure will not appear evenly 

spaced. The gap operates to effect the necessary 

steadiness of discharge, besides adding greatly to its 

brilliancy. It also increases materially the power of 

the generator to overcome a given resistance. Through 

its use, in conjunction with the two small Leyden jars 

of a medium-sized Wimshurst machine, the writer has 

been able to send with ease an apparently continuous 

discharge entirely around a room fifteen feet square 

over a tinfoil conductor divided every two inches, the 

same being shellaced directly on to the wall paper 

near the ceiling, the latter also carrying as a center

piece a large circle, similarly made, over four feet in 

diameter. To an observer seeing it for the first time, 

this effect is novel and surprising. The whole atmos

phere seems aglow with a subdued, mist-like radiance

pale, shimmering, and weird. The gap should be ar

ranged between two large, rounded surfaces, such as 

smooth metal or foil-covered wooden balls, 2 Y:J inches 

or more in diameter, one of them on a sliding rod for 

adjustment. 
. '. I. 

Acid-proof Rubber Goods. 

Dr. C. O. Weber says, in the India Rubber Journal, 

that pure vulcanized rubber is very little acted upon 
by acids; the less pure the smaller the capability of 

the rubber to absorb aqueous liquids. It is well known 

that Para rubber on prolonged immersion in water 

will eventually be found to have absorbed from 24 to 

28 per cent of water. On testing different brands of 

rubber in this respect, it is soon found that they ex

hibit great differences in their capability of absorbing 

water, and it is also found that this variation very 

closely follows the percentage of resinous 'matter con

tained in the various brands. This should not, how

ever, be taken to amount to a recommendation to use, 

in the manufacture of acid-proof goods, resinous, low-

Fig. 4,-COLORED ELECTRIC STAR PRODUCED WITH 
INTERRUPTED CONDUCTOR. 

class rubbers only. This would in so far be a mistake, 
as the rubber substance proper of the low-class rubbers 

is itself much more readily affected by the above-named 

acids than the high-class rubbers, notably Para. But 

this observation of the decreased capability of low
grade rubbers to absorb water clearly indicates the 

line to be followed in the production of acid-proof 

goods. It will, indeed, be found that mixings 

of Para with resins show a very much de

creased capability of water absorption, but 
there are, as a matter of fact, several sub

stances which prove far more efficient in this 
respect than the resi'Ils and which at the 

same time are less objectionable for com

pounding purposes than the latter. These 

substances are paraffin wax, ceresin, mixtures 

of paraffin wax and heavy mineral oils, and, 

better still, the products obtainable by treat

ing paraffin wax with sulphur. 

... ,. 

(:01£1 Stora:!;e of Apples, 

The conditions under which the vrolongcll 

s torage of apples may be successfully carried 

out has been studied during the past two 

years by the United States Department of 

Agriculture, and the cold storage of apples 

has now made this fruit available practically 

the whole year round. Several hundred dif

ferent varieties were stored in order to make 

the tests. It appears that there is no diffi

culty whatever in storing apple'l in the aut

umn and keeping them until lUi:! in the fol
lowing spring. All that is apparently neces

sary is to keep an equablB temperature; just 

about freezing point is the IDQst satisfactory . 
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